Systematic Ion Source Parameter Assessment by Automated Determination of the Distribution of Ion Acceptance (DIA) Using APLI.
The determination of the spatially resolved ion signal with atmospheric pressure laser ionization (APLI), which was introduced as distribution of ion acceptance (DIA), serves as a valuable tool for the understanding of complex and highly dynamical conditions in modern atmospheric pressure (AP) ion sources. DIA provides information about fluid dynamics, ion transport, and ion transformation processes in such sources and is an ideal basis for the validation of numerical models of the dynamics in the ion source enclosure.We present a fully automated setup for DIA measurements, which enabled us to acquire a comprehensive dataset of over 700 individual DIA measurements in a commercial AP ion source (Bruker Multi Purpose Ion Source, MPIS). Ion source parameters as voltages, gas heater temperatures and gas flows, were varied, and the effect of those parameters on the DIA of a chemically inert analyte, pyrene, was systematically investigated. It is shown that the response of the DIA is nonlinear and that gas dynamics largely dominates the ion transport in the ion source. Particularly, the position of the heated nebulizer, which is used to introduce one of two gas flows and the analyte into the ion source chamber, had a profound effect on the DIA. This suggests that the gas dynamics in the source switches between different states. The now available comprehensive DIA dataset reveals such critical effects and will guide further numerical modeling efforts to understand the details of the dynamics of ions in the source chamber. Graphical Abstract.